
10 Appendix 
The appendix contains all AS-Units that were examined for the purposes of the present analysis. 

Each table represents one speaker as referenced in the heading, first the data for filled pauses are 

presented starting with Czech advanced speakers of English in chronological order based on 

LINDSEI coding. AS-Units containing filled pauses of English native speakers then follow. The 

same pattern is applied to repeats. 

Filled pauses 

CZ006 AS-Unit

1  | I decided :: to talk about . (erm) . my visit to another country :: which has impressed me | 

2
| well I think :: it's . partially :: because I study English and American Studies :: and I . love the country :: and 
(eh) . I love the people there :: so it's just really (eh) . >> I think << a heart thing <overlap /> really . | 

3  | but (eh) . well I it's been >> I think << two years .. |

4 | and (erm) . we we went by bus :: which is . a little annoying :: because it was a long long way .. |

5
| (erm) we we went to: France :: took the ferry on the other side . :: then went straight to Wales :: and then from 
there another ferry to Ireland . |

6 | we spent a day in Dublin . (eh) . |

7 | but (eh) Dublin at night was really beautiful :: or rather it was . something different |

8
| and there was (eh) live music :: playing there :: and people and dancing and drinking and singing :: and it it 
was . >> I think . << nice experience | 

9
 | (erm) well after visited Dub= after we visited Dublin :: we went to: (mm) . we went west to the other part of 
Ireland :: and (eh) . we spent a night or two >>I think<< in Galway . (mm) . (P=0,85) | 

10
| and from Galway we (er) took . a trip or two . (eh) to: the mountain of Saint Patrick . :: which is a kind of . 
holy place or :: how should I . say that . (P=0,9) | 

11
| and (em) ma= many people go there to the mountain :: and go to the top :: and (em) . have it as a sort of like . 
I don't know . |

12 | Muslim people go to Mecca :: so (em) >>I don't know<< some Irish people go there | 

13 | (eh) at first it was really nice the weather was nice |

14
| but then it got . the weather got quite terrible :: and started raining ::  so it was .. quite exciting going to the top 
:: because the way . was quite rusty . (P=0,45) :: and (eh) . not very . not very pleasant really |

15
 | . (em) . so after we . visited this . mountain of Saint Patrick . :: we went (eh) to: . >>I think<< Connemara is 
the national park there | 

16
 | (eh) . we we had some nice time in Galway :: and then we visited Limmerick :: which is . not not very far 
from Galway . (P=0,83) | 

17 | and (em) there was . quite a nice castle there and things :: so we spent a day in Limmerick .. (P=1,1) | 

18 | and then (eh) we returned (eh) . to: I think :: Sixmilebridge the village . was named . |

19 | (eh) . the the stay in (eh) Sixmilebridge was quite nice too . |



20

| the: . lady :: who was organizing the trip said :: that the people there . still remember us :: and the (mm) when 
we visited :: because we (eh) we went to some local pub :: and there was a band playing also :: and we joined :: 
and sang with them :: and . (P=0,8) |

21
| (eh) and . yeah they said :: that . it was the most lively evening <starts laughing> :: probably they had there for 
for years <stops laughing> <overlap /> 

22
 | and when I was there with a friend of mine :: we . (eh) spent some time sitting on a bench in a park :: and . 
watching other people :: and just enjoying being there <laugh> | 

23

| and the= there came (eh) . gentlemen in suits and wi= with (eh) . (erm) cases and things :: and they . came to 
the park sat on the bench then took a sandwich out of the case :: and ate it :: and then just .. (eh) <XX> went 
back :: and it was really nice |

24  | I think it was :: when I was really young (erm) . | 

25
| and (er) I really loved the music :: and I wanted :: to know what they sing about :: so I found the lyrics :: and . 
tried :: to translate them :: and understand what they're singing about . (P=0,6) |

26  | . (er) . I think :: it’s one of the main reasons :: why people don't speak very well English here  | 

27 | but . she could understand :: because she . (erm) . knew the sound of the language <overlap /> 

28
| but (em) . I actually . do experience a sort of .. teaching received at a grammar school :: because I teach . 
grammar school kids | 

29
| and (eh) when I checked . the . grammar topics :: they had in a textbook :: I say hey we we did that twice 
already :: so why is it here again . (P=0.58) | 

30 | and it wasn't really . difficult or . something (eh) . |

31  | but yeah back to my . my experience then at (eh) . <lip sound> (er) secondary school .. | 

32 | and (eh) we didn't change the teacher throughout all . eight years >>I think<< <overlap /> 

33  | (eh) . it was <foreign> Gymnázium Jaroslava Heyrovského </foreign> | 

34  | . (eh) well | 

35
| and you go by (eh) by the underground :: take (eh) . one one stop to <foreign> Můstek </foreign> . :: and 
change the trains :: and it's at a stop . <foreign> Hůrka </foreign> | 

36  | . (eh) I . I couldn't decide :: which school to choose . | 

37  | yeah there were just things :: I didn't like :: such as (eh) chemistry | 

38
<B > so (eh) . but (eh) then I . just thought :: that I really like . the language and . the literature . as well . :: so I 
thought . :: I should give it a try <laugh> | 

39  | (eh) . well . maths <laughs> | 

40  | (eh) I actually teach maths as well now | 

41  | . but (er) I didn't really want :: to . go to . mathematical schools | 

42
 | .. so (eh) . there's a lady . ::possibly . either the lady wanting to have a picture of herself :: or or the guy just 
trying to . perhaps hit on the lady :: by drawing a picture of her .. (P=1,1) | 

43
 | . but she's angry probably yelling at the painter :: that . it's not me :: it doesn't look like me . :: so . she she 
wants him :: to . (er) . redo the picture .. |

44  |(eh) then the painter . happily .. is re= repainting the picture . (P=0,75) | 
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CZ034 AS-Unit

1  | (eh) they <starts laughing> no not silly <stops laughing>|

2 | (er) when I was in America :: there was (eh) a joke going around :: and the people were calling me silky 
<overlap /> . like the material silk silky |  

3  | but (eh) . it's actually my English nickname is derived from the Czech one :: because (er) in Czech (er) 
my friends and family call me . <nickname of the interviewee> |  

4  | and (er) therefore I told everybody in (erm) America :: that (eh) they can call me <nickname of the 
interviewee> |  

5  | yeah I tried to explain :: that it's not S[es] <overlap /> at the beginning :: but it's (eh) <a native sound> 
[ts] </a native sound> as in pizza for example :: but |  

6  | (er) I have chosen the topic number two . (er) :: that is a country you have visited :: which has impress= 
. impressed you . :: and (eh) |  

7  | the country would be Germany . :: and (eh) I would probably start . (er) . with by telling you :: how I 
started :: (er) learning German |  

8  | (er) so there was (eh) .. there was nothing as (er) as (eh) as an excitement to tell the truth at the 
beginning |

9  | (er) so there was (eh) .. there was nothing as (er) as (eh) as an excitement :: to tell the truth at the 
beginning |

10 | it was . (eh) it's usual in our country :: that the second language is German . |  

11  | and: (er) .. in fact I was not very happy: about it |

12 | (er) but we couldn't choose :: so: it was simply like this |

13 | but when I look at it now: :: I am very happy :: that (erm) . I I learned it :: and (eh) .. (erm) . |

14 | so during (eh) my schooling days there was nothing special about it |

15 | but then . I: decided one summer :: to: (eh) go to Germany :: to improve my (eh) knowledge of the 
language :: and (er) I chose . (er) . Munich |  

16  | . and that was (er) such an amazing experience |

17 | (er) I think :: that . part of that experience was of course my expectations |

18 | (eh) . I had been before: in America :: and therefore: I (eh) was (eh) very scared :: to go to another 
foreign country | 

19  | in in America for me (erm) . with English (P=0.56)| 

20 | and I was (eh) so surprised :: that (eh) . it was not actually so difficult | 

21  | and surprised me :: and (eh) gave me a lot of confidence (P=0.51) |

22 | and (eh) one reason for this is probably . :: that (er) . (eh) surprisingly enough .. (er) German culture is 
way more similar to Czech one (er) |  

23  | and (eh) . just (eh) it's those little things (eh) such as food . ::  or: <laughing> or: . simply .. (er) it's 
very hard <overlap /> :: to describe it |  

24  | and (eh) . just (eh) it's those little things (eh) such as food . ::  or: <laughing> or: . simply .. (er) it's 
very hard <overlap />:: to describe it |  

25 | but it's just this way of thinking (er) :: that I (eh) that it's really hard to describe . |

26 | but it's similar (erm) .. (P=1.4)|

27 |and of course (eh) part of this experience is . (eh) was my family :: and I was very lucky in having a 
great family :: (er) which took a great care of me: :: and (eh) took me: for example to Berlin as well for 
for two weeks :: and: (er) I had one week off: and: . (P=-0,8) |



28 | and just (er) . (eh) a lot of fun . |

29 | what I admired about about <foreign>  München </foreign> and (eh) the[i:] area down south (er) was 
(er) . (eh) were also traditions (erm) . |

30 | (eh) as you probably know :: they have <foreign> Oktoberfest </foreign> :: which I am not very fond of 
|

31 | but (er) simply the fact :: that (er) when you (er) . (erm) .. accompany your child (eh) . (eh) to a school 
on your on his or her first day :: (eh) you dress up in the traditional clothes: <overlap />:: and: |  

32  | <X> and even the the[i:] adults everybody . :: and actually it is it is weird :: when (eh) someone is not 
dressed up like that so: |  

33  | (er) .. yeah the= they are really aware of their traditions |  

34  | (erm) . I went to Dresden many many years ago |  

35  | but (eh) . that was that was (eh) (eh) actually also very nice |

36 | we were just the pupils at (eh) at a high school :: and .. (eh) again they were they were so similar (eh) to 
us |

37 |but (eh) to tell the truth :: we spoke in English :: because that was better for all of us |  

38  |(erm) and then I of course visited (eh) the[i:] Alps |  

39  | (eh) we went with a<?> family we went on a couple of trips :: (erm) and actually we (eh) . accidentally 
we went on Sunday :: and what I witnessed there was . :: (eh) that at the . one of the . mountains (eh) . on 
on a top of one :: (er) there was a group of musicians :: who were playing musical instrument :: and it 
was . a part of a Sunday . mass |  

40  | (eh) they told me :: that (er) it it didn't use to be like that (em) . twenty years ago |  

41  | I would say so . I would say so . (erm) |  

42  | (er) actually (eh) no :: it didn´t end |

43 | there it was another another .. (erm) inspiration another . bit of inspiration . (erm) :: and: (eh) after I 
came back . (erm) after a year or two :: I was very lucky :: in . getting (eh) admitted (eh) for a job in a 
German newspaper :: because (er) |  

44  | (er) but it was just okay | 

45  | and (er) . <clears her throat> and I had to (eh) communicate mostly in Czech so: (eh) |  

46  | of course I had to communicate wi= with my boss in German . (er) |

47  | (eh) writing rather than speaking |  

48  | (erm) . so (eh) that was that :: and (erm) why why why is there even a German newspaper in our 
country (erm) ..|

49  | before the second world war and: . (er) . after that (eh) about three million of people were sent away 
from this country: |  

50  | and (er) but some of them (eh) were not (P=0,6)|

51 | and: this newspaper was founded after the Velvet Revolution :: and: (eh) its goal is (eh) again :: to keep 
the sense of community within the remaining members |  

52  | and also (er) . (eh) some . :: they are called <foreign> Sudetendeutschen </foreign> :: some (er) . (er) 
some (er) . (erm) order it even from Germany mo= again mostly from <foreign>  Bayern </foreign> 
(erm) . :: so: it was very interesting and: |  

53  | (er) . (eh) w= what do you mean (eh) now by (er) strong background |

54  | this this this (er) contact with Germany it . started . three years ago |  
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55  | so it . and that's another point :: why: (eh) I wanted :: to talk about this topic :: because I (mm) I never 
planned it . |  

56  | and as (eh) as I told you before . :: I was not very happy :: that <overlap /> I had to study it at school |  

57  | . and suddenly (er) . my life has taken me into this direction :: and I found it very (eh) . enriching |  

58  | I I really think so :: and (erm) . (er) one of my friends :: who went on an on the[i:] Erasmus programme 
|  

59  | of course (eh) these Erasmus programmes are full: of (er) various European nations :: and it was so 
curious (er) . |

60  |it's . and (eh) again something :: that I didn't expect |

61  | (er) that was (er) probably connected with the fact :: that . (er) I: . spent ten months (er) in the U S |  

62  | and: (er) I .. (er) I dunno  I well |

63 |but I would say :: that . I am simply (er) that kind of person :: who: is happy at the Faculty of Arts |  

64  | in (er) literatures . (er) . and this kind of stuff |  

65  | definitely (er) I appreciate so much :: even the fact :: that the . (er) our programme was divided into the 
bachelor . |  

66  | part and the (er) master . |  

67  | (erm) .. I I really appreciate the fact :: that I (eh) chose now only the[i:] linguistic branch |  

68  | (eh) much more and |  

69  | (er) .. I have a slight idea |

70 | (er) probably it would be something in the in the direction of of language teaching |  

71  | (erm) . in . very . in general I like (erm) . (er) I like :: to work (er) with languages :: that are in 
contact ::  so (er) .. I would not be opposed :: to trying translation for example |  

72  | (er) . so: we will see <overlap /> we will see |  

73  | (mhm) so (er) there is a man in the picture :: and this man is . (erm) painting .. a . a picture of a woman 
|

74 | (er) this woman is sitting on a chair :: and is looking in (mm) . a different direction ..| 

75 | (er) then . the woman (er) . stands up :: and: she is looking at . the picture of herself . |

76 | (er) and sh= she is pointing <laughing> at her at her neck .. |

77 | she is probably not satisfied :: because in (eh) the subsequent picture (er) she is sitting again . (er) on 
the chair :: and: the painter continu= continues painting her :: and . (er) i= in the last picture (eh) it's 
probably . (er) .. in the exhibition (P=0,6)|

78 | and: (er) . the woman :: who was previously (er) the model . :: is showing (er) the portrait of herself to 
her (er) woman friends . :: who are looking at the picture |  

79 | (er) ... yeah the hair is different (erm) .. :: because in the second picture her (eh) hair is straight . :: while 
in the . third one :: it it has curls (er) . at the end . :: and: so probably what what the model said to the 
painter was :: that she . didn't like . :: what her hair looked like :: so: therefore he changed it |  

80 | (er) ... yeah the hair is different (erm) .. :: because in the second picture her (eh) hair is straight . :: while 
in the . third one :: it it has curls (er) . at the end . :: and: so probably what what the model said to the 
painter was :: that she . didn't like . :: what her hair looked like :: so: therefore he changed it |  

81  | (erm) |  
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82 | oh: well (eh) really depends on what kind of a painter he is . |

83 | (er) if he has to earn money by painting :: then he . couldn't say anything :: (eh) what he thought . |
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CZ039 AS-Unit

1  | (eh) . I think :: I can get over that |  

2  | (er) we've got . two departments :: one is <overlap /> department of the literature :: and (er) it's the |  

3  | their headquarters is (er) on the fourth floor |

4  | (er) I was thinking about . (erm) . talking about a film :: I liked |

5 | but then I realized :: it's much <starts laughing> easier :: to talk about <stops laughing> something :: we 
don't like really :: so I . (er) I . <overlap /> remembered |  

6  | <starts laughing> maybe <stops laughing> :: but (er) I think the case |

7 | (er) it's because :: when you don't when you like something . :: (er) you just feel :: that it's good . |

8  | obviously you should have reasons for (er) positive . emotions and positive opinions as well |

9  | <overlap /> :: because I went to this festival . :: which takes place in Prague (eh) every summer |

10 | (er) . it takes place in Prague castle . |

11 | (er) it's called the . Shakespearean |  

12  | (er) I thought it was good idea :: to . (er) go :: to see a comedy instead of a tragedy . |

13 | but . it turned out :: (ehm) that it <starts laughing> wasn't such a good idea <stops laughing> :: because . 
(er) it seems to me :: that (er) . nowadays :: when somebody wants to . (er) stage Shakespeare . :: (er) . the . 
the . the[i:] actors and the the director on the people all the people :: who . create the the performance . 
think ::  they must change it somehow :: to make it att= more attractive for the <overlap /> for contemporary 
people and contemporary audience |  

14  | but (er) I saw . or I've seen (er) a very . nice performance of King Lear |  

15  | and (eh) I always thought :: that the tragedies were much (er) much more difficult to stage |  

16 | because they are . full of these grand . (er) words and grand visions and honour and stuff like that . :: and 
people . usually nowadays don't care much about that . (P=0,6) |

17 |and . (eh) comedies on the[i:] other hand . are full of (er) sexual jokes |  

18  | and all this stuff . :: but . (er) somehow the case is :: that (er) tragedies |

19  | (eh) I've seen several tragedies by Shakespeare staged in several Prague theatres :: and they were . better 
than the comedies . by Shakespeare :: so this particular comedy . :: (er) where .. (er) when where . (em) 
<foreign> Tatiana VilhelmovÃ¡ </foreign> and other .. well . good . actors |  

20  | play (er) . was a disaster for me :: because it was . |

21 | I think  that Shakespeare is funny . (er) just <starts laughing> by himself <stops laughing> <overlap /> :: 
and |  

22  | or contemporary audience to be . (er) amused :: so (er) I thought it . too much :: because they changed it 
into . a hilarious (er) . contemporary .. performance full of contemporary music <overlap /> :: and |  

23  | (er) to go and see (em) Shakespeare's plays <overlap /> >> I suppose . so . <<|  



24  | no I didn't (er) . :: because . (eh) when I bought the tickets :: I was preparing for my finals :: and I was 
dealing with Shakespeare :: and <overlap /> <starts laughing> I was like <stops laughing> |  

25  | well <laughs> they are so great books (er) |

26  | so I went to the[i:] internet :: I booked (er) I booked Midsummer Night's Dream . :: and I was looking 
forward to <overlap /> seeing it |  

27  | no: (er) no :: I've seen |

28 | (er) . I said <overlap /> I've seen |  

29  |  because the catharsis at the[i:] end was so (er) . overwhelming |

30 | I just (er) I was si= sitting there . :: and . (er) I think :: they . they did (er) great thing with the with the space 
on the stage :: because there was d= dark . :: and there was . (er) . suddenly . just (er) . the[i:] actors . playing 
|

31  | (er) . (er) <foreign> ježiš </foreign> .. :: who was her .. <starts laughing> :: the[i:] youngest daughter 
<stops laughing> |  

32  | (er) not Goneril not Regan but . Cordelia <overlap /> yes so: |  

33  | Cordelia just came (er) swinging |  

34  | and it was just . out of the blue :: and (eh) everybody realized :: that she was dead |  

35  | and they used . (er) the space of the stage well >>I think<< |  

36  | and it was it was . well . maintained :: and it . I think :: it's quite difficult :: to . (er) to achieve this nowadays 
:: because people are just . so bored :: because they see . so much action in in movies <overlap /> :: so it's 
hard to |  

37  | . (er) create some . some (eh) powerful . (eh) feelings in in in the theatre :: when you've . got only stage and 
<overlap /> some |  

38  | (er) <overlap /> well |  

39  | (er) I think :: the contrastive view is very (er) very interesting :: and I (er) . studied . both subjects <overlap 
/> as on my B A studies as well |  

40 | (er)  but also the the dep= both or all of the departments have different approaches :: so <overlap /> it's 
interesting |  

41  | (er) to compare this :: and I think . :: the only disadvantage is that (er) . |

42 well now I'm (er) at the[i:] . (er) English language <overlap /> :: so there is <starts laughing> no literature 
anymore <stops laughing> :: but |  

43  | . we for example we had the phonetics <overlap /> (er) at the English . (er) studies |  

44  | and then we had Mr . <name of teacher> <overlap /> at the (er) Czech programme |  

45  | but it was (er) maintained very differently :: and I must say :: that the[i:] English department . (er) relied 
mo= more . on (er) <name of department> :: and I think :: it was better :: because we had this seminar . |

46 | but (er) on the Czech language and literature we had only the the lecture <overlap /> :: which was |  

47  | and (er) . this the seminar was what was . the most useful <overlap /> . here |  

48  | but (er) . no I miss it <starts laughing> |

49 | but but as many of my colleagues said <stops laughing> :: (er) the the . (er) the BA studies . somehow . (er) 
destroyed <starts laughing> our love for literature <stops laughing> a bit <overlap /> a bit :: because |  

50  | >>you know<< when you have to do <overlap /> something :: when you have to read . (er) |  
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51  | when you have to read (er) . the Lord of the Flies . just during . three hours <overlap /> :: you don't get to 
enjoy it |  

52  | but . >>you know<< it's (er) . it is an advantage as well :: because you can you can see thr= through it :: and 
ordinary people can't :: so . it's . |  

53 | but (er) . of course the the studying literature opens your mind to <overlap /> several interpretations |  

54  | well (er) currently I I work as a teacher of (eh) Czech language for foreigners and (er) English as well . 
(P=0,7) | 

55 | but I must say :: that it's (er) a bit . (er) it's . great :: but (er) it takes lot of energy <overlap /> :: and |  

56  | (er) I just . I don't know :: if I could . if I could do that for . whole of my life <overlap /> :: and if I could |  

57  | because I . when I m= when myself when I was at sec= secondary schools :: I (er) just . had . some 
argument with other students :: because I just . couldn't understand <starts laughing> :: why they are <stops 
laughing> behaving the way <overlap /> or they were |  

58  | and when I saw (er) this then . even |  

59 | I just . (em) didn't . get on with my with people . as old as I'm |  

60  | when I was (er) at the secondary school :: so I think it would be much worse even |  

61  | but . when I came to to the university :: I was a bit disappointed about the . (er) about the things like 
lectures and seminars :: because seminars were usually great |

62 | but I just . can't get over the lecture stuff :: because it's . >>you know<< even . when the . topic is extremely 
interesting . :: (er) listen . to: . person's . talking for one hour and half without (eh) any activity from your 
from your own is extremely difficult <overlap /> :: and I |  

63  | . (eh) I was . starting to get bored :: even if I was <overlap /> interested |  

64  | I just think :: that . (er) it's . there is not enough space :: to work with the students |

65 | I think :: you can <overlap /> (eh) do it pretty well |  

66  | because you've got this . great (er) .. management of the seminar :: but I think :: that’s because of your 
experience from the secondary school :: that somehow you |  

67  | or and (er) you must be <starts laughing> tired after our seminars <stops laughing> . :: because it's 
<overlap /> >>you know<< |  

68  | but >>you know<< sometimes people are . (er) they are great academics | 

69  | but they just are not good . (er) pedagogians <overlap /> psychologian all this |  

70  | . well (er) so should I describe the pictures |  

71  | (er) and then the lady . (er) looks at the picture or the panting painting :: and she doesn't like it . |

72 | and (er) then . the lady . takes the painting :: and . shows it to her friends . |

73  | (er) well I . I don't know |

74 | (er) . n= no I think :: I wouldn't say anything |  

75  | (er) I think :: the painter must be used to that . :: because in past (er) often the painters (er) changed the (er) 
.. the looks of people for example :: when they painted (er) . kings and queens |

76  | . (er) differently in real life :: so I think |  
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1 | I thought ::  I'd talk about a f= a film ::  which I have seen recently :: which is (erm) . Dead Poets' Society |

2 | and it's about (erm) . life in a[ei] . (eh) public school in America |

3 | (erm) and .. it . it shows :: how (erm) . a a group of boys :: inspired by a sort of . unauth= . unauthentic sort of 
English t not unauthentic but (erm) .  <overlap />  unorthodox English teacher . :: (erm) form a group called 
Dead Poets Society :: where they (erm) .. read poetry and and treat it as a . a living thing . (0,5) |

4 | and (erm) .. one of the boys is particularly inspired by this (erm) . |

5 | (erm) his parents are very much against this :: because they've had lots of . plans . for his life :: how he's 
going to become a doctor  |

6 | (erm) because he's |

7 | and managed to drag himself up and (erm) ..  (1,0) |

8 | and so they're very keen that (erm) . they should do .. or that<?> he should do what they want him to |

9 | (erm) but he decides he wants to become an actor . (0,6) |

10 | and (erm) he takes part in a play against his (erm) . father's wishes (0,5) |

11 | and (er) . his father's furious with him :: and eventually the boy commits suicide :: <overlap /> and it's very 
sad at <begin_laughter> the[i:] end |

12 | <X> <end_laughter> but (erm) I thought :: it was very interesting :: because it (erm) .. highlighted the sort of 
gap :: that can exist between . generations  |

13 | and and how (erm) .. sometimes parents want :: to fulfil all their wishes |

14 | and (erm) .. I just thought ::  it was very interesting :: because of that |

15 | it was (erm) .. it was<?> quite a it was<?> quite a sad and touching <begin_laughter> <XX> <end_laughter>  
|

16 | (erm) . I don't think I think I get on . well with my parents |

17 | and (erm) . and they're quite accepting of >>you know<< ::  whether I wanted :: to (er) go to university or not 
go to university |

18 | (erm) so it's not a problem :: I’ve ever had but I have seen it in . you know some of my friends |

19 | but I have seen it in . >>you know<< some of my friends :: where (erm) .. >>you know<< they've been . 
they've felt :: forced into going to university by their parents |

20 | and then maybe other people (erm) .. have wanted :: to go to university :: but because their parents thought ::  
it was . <begin_laughter> useless and pointless <end_laughter> :: they haven't felt supported |

21 | (erm) ... one was this (er) .. quite a practical reason really |

22 | this (erm) . the job market was <begin_laughter> so very <end_laughter> bad :: when I left school  |

23 | (erm) . <X> I I didn't think :: I would have much chance :: of . (er) getting a job without any further 
qualifications . |

24 | and also I thought . :: I would like . I would like :: to do more learning :: than I had . done at school (erm) . |

25 | (erm) . I I'm doing a . linguistics minor . (erm) as part of .. (er)  |

26 | .. (erm) .. well  |

27 | (er) just the one in fact (er) |

28 | I I've always been . (erm) . very keen on reading  |



29 | (erm) .. and I found it hard to decide :: which . course to carry on with :: cos I didn't really want :: to . drop 
French <begin_laughter>:: but (er) <end_laughter>  |

30 | because (erm) I would have . if I'd done it . along with English :: cos I didn't want to drop English . :: (erm) . 
I probably would have ended::  not not doing the[i:] year abroad for the French :: and so maybe I'd have got 
behind the[i:] other people |

31 | (erm) . I don't think :: I want to carry on . :: studying (erm) . an academic subject as such |

32 | but (erm) .. I'm quite interested in :: doing something like occupational therapy . :: and that would involve :: 
doing a . another course at . (er) university |

33 | . it it's to do with the[i:] idea :: that (erm) people's (erm) mental and physical health can be improved (erm) . 
with suitable activity |

34 |  like people who have suffered stokes and that sort of thing :: or (er) who have (erm) been ill :: or have some 
sort of disability :: and (erm) . helping them :: to learn to do things :: that they used to do :: before they were ill 
|

35 |  maybe writing (erm) <overlap />  or or whatever |

36 | (erm) .. if you do it as a first degree it's . three years |

37 (er) n= no :: I (er) . I live in town |

38 | . (er) well being a second year there are= there aren't any places on campus <overlap /> for <XX>  |

39 | (erm) |

40 | it is it is quite nice living off campus :: because (erm) .. you don't feel (erm) . stuck on campus all the time |

41 | (erm) . yeah . (erm) and (er) ... generally rent works out <?> more expensive |

42 | but (erm) .. no :: it is nice :: (erm) .. living . living in a house |

43 | (erm) I live with (erm) .. two other students and . the[i:] fiancee of one of those <overlap /> students |

44 | (er) yes |

45 | . yeah (erm) one of . one of them was already living in the house with some other friends::  who are now 
living elsewhere |

46 | . yeah yes I do like it (erm) … |

47 | (er) yeah I'm I'm in the Choral Society |

48 | (erm) ... well we have a we have a concert about . every . every term . |

49 | we did (erm) .. some Haendel and also a piece by . Vaughan Williams :: and it's it's mostly that sort of more 
serious sort of music  |

50 | (erm) but<?> I really enjoy that (eh) |

51 | . it . it was (erm) .. Sunday first<?> |

52 | I used to have (erm) . singing lessons :: when I was at school |

53 | <overlap />  but (er) I can't really afford to <begin_laughter> now <end_laughter> |

54 | but (er) . but I'd like to again some time |

55 | . (erm) .. I suppose sometimes there are . problems fitting everything in . timewise |

56 | but (erm) . but having some hobbies . :: as I do :: it it sometimes makes it easier :: to work if I >>you know<< 
spend an evening doing something else |
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57 | <laughs> (erm) no I have I have been home once this term |

58 | but (er) . I don't normally go home very much (erm) . |

59 | well I go home for the hol= holidays (erm) |

60 | (erm) . yeah I think :: quite quite a lot of people . (erm) stay here for most of the term  |

61 | (erm)  |

62 |  yeah it it is quite odd :: when you (erm) . spend the whole term . here :: and then . go home :: and you're there 
for a month |

63 | but now :: that (erm) I know more people :: and they come to visit me at home |

64 | .. (erm) ... yeah it it is it is quite . difficult to |

65 | (er) .. yeah I I like going home |

66 | but (erm) yes I d= I do . feel yeah I do have to . tell them . :: where I'm going and <overlap /> and that sort of 
thing |

67 | but (erm) |

68 | (er) <overlap />  she's . she's older than me |

69 | <overlap /> she's .. (erm) she's doing an M A at the moment in Manchester |

70 | (erm) .. and she's doing |

71 | but (erm) . (erm) . I suppose it's been this situation for quite a while :: because .. last year :: I was here :: 
while she was living well she was living at home and working :: and then before that she was doing her first 
degree ::  while I was still at school |

72 | but (erm) . yeah it's nice :: to see her :: when I do see her |

73 | ... (erm) ... the man is drawing a . a picture of maybe it's his wife or his  <overlap />  his girlfriend :: and 
(erm) and she's she's posing for him :: to do the picture :: and then she sees :: what he's drawn ::: and .. she 
doesn't like it :: and she's she's cross with him :: and .. it it does look quite like her  |

74 | (erm) .. so then it looks like :: he’s drawn the picture again |

75 | but (erm) it draws it :: making her look more beautiful  :: and she's<?> he's made a . smile :: where<?> she's 
really sort of frowning  |

76 | (erm) .. and then she s= she seems pleased with that picture .  :: and she's showing it off to all her friends |
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1  | (erm) number three |  

2 | (erm) no it's just I thought :: it was really good (erm) .. |

3  | yes it is (erm) .. (P=1,0) |

4 but .. it was actually . I mean :: I’m quite interested in films artistic :: and (erm) there was a lot in that that sort 
of it was quite a dark film |  

5 | (erm) . and it was really good |  



6 | but you don't actually see them (erm) the murders taking place |

7  | (erm) |  

8  | .. (erm) .. I think :: it was the[i:] atmosphere actually . |

9  | (erm) .. but .. yeah I don't know really |  

10 | (erm) part of the reason yes <overlap /> <laughs> |  

11 | before I came up to university :: I didn't really . go that much :: because :: (er) where . I live :: it's it's fairly 
quiet so |  

12  | to the to the cinema but (er) . well to to a town (erm) ..  |

13 | it's . I enjoy it :: (erm) cos I'm very interested in films anyway so |  

14 | no idea (erm) .. possibly |  

15 |(erm) .. I'm doing culture and communication :: which sort of involves .. films to a certain extent but (er) .. 
not a great deal |  

16  | (erm) .. I don't really know <laughs> |  

17 | I'm . I've done (er) I did some summer work a couple of years ago :: and I was doing layouts for magazines |  

18  | and (erm) .. that really really interested me |  

19  | (erm) so .. maybe that sort of area . but involving films so .. |

20  | (erm) .. maybe involved in that |

21 | it's just lots of sort of . (erm) .. areas :: that I could look into |  

22  | (erm) .. at the time :: when I lived on campus :: I thought :: I don't want to live out . :: because it's so nice 
being on campus |  

23 | (erm) you can't ever get away from . people you know :: which I'm so used to | 

24 | (erm) and I've actually really enjoyed it . :: because you've got the freedom of your own house :: and then 
you can so you've got some people in your house |

25  | <overlap /> yeah . you've got your own space . (erm) .. (P=0,6) |

26 | I think it's more of more independent yeah the first year's really good staying on campus :: because you're .. 
(erm) you're in= involved in everything |  

27 | yes :: and it's it's a bit more relaxing . (erm) .. |

28  | yes .. (erm) yeah :: so I think :: I I prefer .. I prefer town now |  

29  | (erm) . I have a few . |

30  | (erm) I'm hitching in most of the time |  

31  | no no it's not too bad (erm) .. |

32 | we've had (er) one of my friends was picked up by the vice-chancellor once ..(P=1,1) |

33 | and he didn't actually realise :: until (erm) . the vice-chancellor said something :: and he was like<?> oh no 
<overlap /> <laughs> |  

34 | (erm) I don't know |

35 | it was really strange :: cos I put I mean I s= filled out all the[i:] (er) UCAS forms :: to <overlap /> decide 
where to go |  
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36 | I was just putting down universities :: that I thought .. would be would be good :: and most of them were 
miles away you know . (erm) .. |

37 | (erm) every time we go up and have a <XX> round  (P=0,6) |

38 | and (erm) .. <overlap /> I just put it down |  

39 | (erm) it's near a place :: called Tunbridge Wells |  

40  | (erm) <overlap /> I |  

41  | (erm) .. because it's just too far to go |  

42  | (erm) it depends on <starts laughing> :: how fast my dad drives <stops laughing> |  

43  | (erm) .. I haven't actually been by train |

44 | (erm) .. well there's a man . a man :: painting a picture of a woman .. (P=1,1) |

45 | and (erm) .. oh I don't know :: what to say . (erm) .. |

46  | and doesn't look very pleased :: with what he's .. with what he's drawn (erm) .. :: so he starts again :: and 
completely changes <starts laughing> :: what she looks like <stops laughing> .. :: (erm) making her look 
much prettier and .. (erm) more attractive :: than she does normally |  

47  | and then she: . (erm) shows the picture to all her friends :: and . saying oh look at me <laughs> |  
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1  | (erm) . so do you want me to . just |  

2  | I . :: when was it :: about two years ago I went to the States for (erm) for three months |  

3 | (erm) and so: I found it really interesting :: getting to know the people . :: and having to live in a completely 
foreign country on my own . |  

4  | <overlap /> (erm) having to work and having to get up having to yeah stay out really late :: cos we were 
working in this restaurant .. (erm) .. (P=0,9) |

5  | and (erm) .. <overlap /> I |  

6  | well the problem was . was :: that . the the the contract :: that I'd signed to work with this man in this fish 
restaurant :: had (erm) .. |

7 | (er) and I moved out  |

8 | (erm) . and although I really enjoyed it at the time :: I didn't I was I just wanted :: to come back to 
England :: and I came back early :: because I was just so . :: cos when you're so far away from home and you 
have something going<?> wrong it's just it's very depressing . |  

9  |(erm) .. so I suppose :: that if I've learnt anything from it it's :: that . you should be more careful about where 
you . |

10  | I just felt .. <overlap /> (erm) |  

11  | she (erm) she: . she (em) :: what did she do . |

12  |(erm) and so .. we just thought >>you know<< :: this is not out of order |

13  | (erm) . and so she: threw a bottle at one girl's head |



14  | and >>you know<< I should have called the police :: when that actually happened :: cos <XX> to have 
someone :: to back us up . (erm) .. |  

15  | (er) . eighteen |  

16 | and once I got (er) . once I thought . :: cos at the time :: when that actually happened :: I thought :: I've gotta 
keep my job :: I’ve got to earn this <overlap /> money |  

17 | (erm) . but no :: it was good fun |  

18  | <overlap /> he teaches (erm) . he teaches teachers :: how to teach English |  

19  | (erm) he actually did his linguistics ling= (eh) degree here <overlap /> or M A here |  

20  | yeah . (erm) .. and so . my parents met in the Middle East . |

21 | (erm) and then when :: I w= I was born in England :: but . then went to Sudan for four years (P=0,5) |

22  | <overlap /> (erm) it's really <X> (eh) it's not very helpful actually <laughs> |  

23 | (erm) .. yeah no it was I can remember some things I can remember a lot more about Malaysia cos I was 
older :: when I was living there |  

24  | (erm) |  

25  | (erm) . but whereas Ethiopia :: where they live now :: . you can't walk in the streets |

26  | yeah though it's not very often . (erm) <overlap /> (erm) |  

27 | and (erm) and the Ethiopians used to confuse us |  

28 | (erm) . I mean at the moment :: it’s not too bad at all |

29 | (em) . I much prefer . I'm . I just love Africa I really enjoy . going there |  

30  | (erm) . not :: I haven't <overlap /> done that much |  

31 | <XX> and they think :: it was the[i:] (erm) the tribesmen |  

32  | <overlap /> (erm) I can't re= . :: whatever that one's called :: that's where we went . 

33 (erm) but that was good as well . |

34 cos . my mom went there for a[ei] (erm) .. a school . |

35 | (erm) . she: she works for the[i:] American school in Ethiopia and they've got American schools all over 
Africa and they have these huge conferences where all teachers come together |

36 | so (erm) so she went she really really liked it

37 she said :: it's very . >>you know<< . (eh) it's it's very very touristy . 

38  | <overlap /> they (erm) the just they . tourists have never been there :: so there's these beautiful things in 
Ethiopia :: that no one's ever seen :: which is quite nice . |

39  | <overlap /> but (erm) |  

40 | there's (em) .. these huge churches . carved out of rock |  

41  | (erm) .. so >>you know<< it's it's difficult :: to see some of the things sometimes . |

42  | (erm) and it's just I miss :: seeing the sky :: and . >>you know<< it's so overcast and <overlap /> dull over 
here |  

43 | I don't know about . (erm) . mammals .. |
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44 | we saw: we went (er) at Christmas . |

45 | we were coming from .. (eh) the ho= the restaurant |

46 | there's this hotel resort on this (eh) on a lake |

47  | and then there's a[ei] (em) . an ostrich farm just down the road so |  

48  | .. (erm) I love Malaysia because . I grew up there . |

49 | but Chinese tend to be very sort of (erm) .. like |

50 |(erm) . and so whereas in Ethiopia you might you >>you know<< you can actually <overlap /> get a joke 
out of Ethiopians |  

51 | (erm) and going to school with Chinese . (erm) .. |

52  | you can't go and play cos they don't play they just work (erm) |  

53 | (erm) . I used to just go and play with them . |

54 | (erm) . I really liked it it was |  

55 | ... (erm) .. (em) (em) (em) (em) ... (er) I was going to say . :: it’s .. it's Suzanne's .. :: Suzanne is the woman::  
and it’s (erm) . it's Suzanne's hu= husband's birthday . very soon  (0,5) |
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1  | describing . {the} . the visit :: and why I liked it | 

2 | and (erm) . {we} we went by bus :: which is . a little annoying :: because it was a long long way .. |

3 | (erm) {we} we went to: France :: took the ferry on the other side . :: then went straight to Wales :: and then 
from there another ferry to Ireland . |

4 | so just when I saw the city :: {I} I just thought :: well it's not as amazing :: as I as I imagined it so . |

5 | and there was (eh) live music :: playing there :: and people and dancing and drinking and singing :: and {it} it 
was . >> I think . << nice experience | 

6 | {I} I wouldn't dare doing that again <laugh> | 

7 | but then it got . the weather got quite terrible :: and started raining :: so it was .. quite exciting going to the 
top :: because the way . was quite rusty . (P=0,45) :: and (eh) . {not very} . not very pleasant really | 

8 | but . {we} we made it to the top :: and it was really nice | 

9  |(eh) . {we} we had some nice time in Galway :: and then we visited Limmerick :: which is . {not} not very far 
from Galway . (P=0,83) | 

10 | {the} the stay in (eh) Sixmilebridge was quite nice too . |

11 |the: . lady :: who was organizing the trip said :: that the people there . still remember us :: and the (mm) when 
we visited :: because {we} (eh) we went to some local pub :: and there was a band playing also :: and we joined 
:: and sang with them :: and .| 

12 | (eh) and . yeah they said :: that . it was the most lively evening <starts laughing> :: probably they had there 
for for years <stops laughing> <overlap /> 

13  | yeah and th= {they} they actually asked the lady . :: whether we are coming again someday <laugh> | 



14  | and yeah the next day {we} we took the ferry back to England :: and . we went to London :: and spent <XX> . 
some nine hours break . {for} for the bus drivers .. |

15 | {I} I went to the National Gallery . <overlap /> also | 

16  | well I think :: it’s the people :: and as I said :: Britain for me {is} is a h= is a matter of heart really |

17  | {I} . I just love staying there :: and watching the people . |

18 | {I} . I started :: listening to the Beatles | 

19  | yeah and then . watching movies :: {I} I really like watching movies in English | 

20  | {I} I really hate the dubbed movies :: they do here . :: so I prefer watching that in English :: and . well you 
catch phrases from that and .. well | 

21 | and {he} he was really surprised :: that we have everything dubbed here . (P=0,67) | 

22  | and I have to say :: they they repeat things a lot |

23  | but not {I} I wouldn't say in a good way . |

24 | and (eh) when I checked . the . grammar topics :: they had in a textbook :: I say hey :: {we} we did that twice 
already :: so why is it here again .  (P=0.58)

25 | {I} I think :: it was . things like . can and can't . :: so <overlap /> really {basic} basic stuff | 

26  | but yeah back to {my} . my experience then at (eh) . <lip sound> (er) secondary school .. | 

27  | it was (eh) . well {we} we were quite lucky :: because we had a good teacher .. (P=1,2) | 

28 | and you go {by}(eh) by the underground :: take (eh) . {one} one stop to <foreign> Můstek </foreign> . :: and 
change the trains :: and it's at a stop . <foreign> Hůrka </foreign> | 

29  | . (eh) {I} . I couldn't decide :: which school to choose . |

30  | {I} I actually tried it . for about a month . |

31  | so yeah {I} I dropped out from the other school . after about a month or so <laugh> | 

32  | so {I} I really enjoy teaching it right now | 

33  | .. so (eh) . there's a lady . possibly . either the lady wanting :: to have a picture of herself :: {or} or the guy 
just trying :: to . perhaps hit on the lady :: by drawing a picture of her .. (P=1,1) | 

34  | . but she's angry probably yelling at the painter :: that . it's not me :: it doesn't look like me . :: so . {she} she 
wants him :: to . (er) . redo the picture .. | 

35 | and although . the . picture does not look very much like the lady . :: {the:} the lady seems :: to be pleased 
with the picture . :: when she shows it to other people . possibly in her house |

36 | or I don't know :: if it's in a gallery maybe . :: so {she} she seems :: to be very proud of :: how she looks in the 
picture | 

37  | . I think :: it depends very much on :: how good of a friend I would be with her :: because I tend :: to be quite 
honest . so {I} I might . >>I don't know<< . mention things <laugh> |  

38  | {is that} . is that really you |
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1  | (er) so there was (eh) .. there was nothing {as} (er) {as} (eh) as an excitement to tell the truth at the beginning 
| 

2 | but when I look at it now: :: I am very happy :: that (erm) . {I} I learned it and (eh) .. (erm) . |

3  | {in} in America for me (erm) . with English |

4  | and {that was} that was the first: thing :: which amazed me really |  

5  | and (eh) . just (eh) it's those little things (eh) such as food . :: {or:} <laughing> or: . simply .. (er) it's very 
hard <overlap /> :: to describe it |  

6 | and of course (eh) part of this experience is . (eh) was my family :: and I was very lucky in having a great 
family (er) :: which took a great care of me: :: and (eh) took me: for example to Berlin as well {for} for two 
weeks :: and: (er) I had one week off: and: . |

7 | what I admired {about} about <foreign>  München </foreign> and (eh) the[i:] area down south |  

8  | <X> and even {the} the[i:] adults everybody . :: and actually {it is} it is weird :: when (eh) someone is not 
dressed up like that so: |  

9  | {and} and I think :: that's simply very important |  

10  | but (eh) . {that was} that was (eh) (eh) actually also very nice |

11 | we were just the pupils at (eh) at a high school :: and .. (eh) again {they were} they were so similar (eh) to us |

12  | we were just the pupils {at} (eh) at a high school and .. (eh) again they were they were so similar (eh) to us |

13  | (eh) we went with a<?> family we went on a couple of trips (erm) :: and actually {we} (eh) . accidentally we 
went on Sunday :: and what I witnessed :: there was . (eh) :: that at the . one of the . mountains (eh) . {on} on a 
top of one (er) :: there was a group of musicians :: who were playing musical instrument :: and it was . a part of 
a Sunday . mass |  

14  | (eh) they told me :: that (er) {it} it didn't use to be like that (em) . twenty years ago |  

15  | there it was {another} another .. (erm) inspiration another . bit of inspiration . :: (erm) and: (eh) after I came 
back . (erm) after a year or two :: I was very lucky in . getting (eh) admitted (eh) for a job in a German 
newspaper :: because (er) |  

16 | but it was mainly {my} my boss :: so it was . |

17  | (erm) . so (eh) that was that :: and (erm) {why} {why} why is there even a German newspaper in our country 
(erm) .. |

18  | and also (er) . (eh) some . :: they are called <foreign> Sudetendeutschen </foreign> :: {some} (er) . (er) some 
(er) . (erm) order it even from Germany mo= again mostly from <foreign>  Bayern </foreign> (erm) . :: so: it 
was very interesting and: |  

19 | {in} in German you mean or |  

20  | {this} {this} this (er) contact with Germany it . started . three years ago |  

21  | and {as} (eh) as I told you before . :: I was not very happy :: that <overlap /> I had to study it at school |  

22  | so it . and that's another point :: why: (eh) I wanted to talk about this topic :: because {I} (mm) I never 
planned it . |  

23  | {I} I really think so :: and (erm) . (er) one of my friends :: who went on an on the[i:] Erasmus programme |  

24 | but those simil= similarities {are} are really huge . :: as you said |  

25  | and: (er) {I} .. (er) I dunno I well |

26  | <laughs> because I am interested {in} in languages |  

27  | {in} in cultures |  



28  |(erm) .. {I} I really appreciate the fact :: that I (eh) chose now only the[i:] linguistic branch |  

29 |(er) probably it would be something {in the} in the direction {of} of language teaching |  

30  | (erm) . in . very . in general {I like} (erm) . (er) I like :: to work (er) with languages :: that are in contact :: so 
(er) .. I would not be opposed :: to trying translation for example |  

31 | but I re= <stops laughing> I really think :: that (er) {it is} it is hard job <laughs> .. |  

32  | (mhm) so (er) there is a man in the picture :: and this man is . (erm) painting .. {a} . a picture of a woman |

33 | (er) and sh= she is pointing <laughing> {at her} at her neck .. |

34 | yeah the hair is different (erm) .. :: because in the second picture her (eh) hair is straight :: . while in the . third 
one {it} it has curls (er) . at the end . :: and: so probably {what} what the model said to the painter was :: that 
she . didn't like . :: what her hair looked like :: so: therefore he changed it |  

35  | that's questionable <overlap /> {and} and :: so I dunno |  
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1  | but then I realized :: it’s much <starts laughing> easier :: to talk about <stops laughing> something :: we don't 
like really :: so {I} . (er) I . <overlap /> remembered |  

2 | but . it turned out :: (ehm) that it <starts laughing> wasn't such a good idea <stops laughing> :: because . (er) it 
seems to me :: that (er) . nowadays :: when somebody wants to . (er) stage Shakespeare . :: (er) . {the} . {the} . 
the[i:] actors and {the} the director on the people all the people ::  who . create {the} the performance . think :: 
they must change it somehow :: to make it att= more attractive for the <overlap /> for contemporary people and 
contemporary audience |  

3  | and (eh) I always thought :: that the tragedies were {much} (er) much more difficult to stage |  

4  | they are there so <overlap /> {the} the |  

5  | so I went to the[i:] internet :: {I booked} (er) I booked Midsummer Night's Dream . :: and I was looking 
forward to <overlap /> seeing it |  

6  | {no:} (er) no :: I’ve seen |

7 | I just (er) I was si= sitting there . :: and . (er) I think :: {they} . they did (er) great thing with the with the space 
on the stage :: because there was d= dark . :: and there was . (er) . suddenly . just (er) . the[i:] actors . playing |

8  | so this was {the} the catharsis >>I think<< . should be there <overlap /> in tragedies |  

9  | and {it was} it was . well . maintained :: and it . I think :: it’s quite difficult {to} . (er) to achieve this 
nowadays :: because people are just . so bored :: because they see . so much action {in} in movies <overlap /> :: 
so it's hard to |  

10  | . (er) create {some} . some (eh) powerful . (eh) feelings {in} {in} in the theatre :: when you've . got only stage 
and <overlap /> some |  

11  | yes (er) I think :: the contrastive view is {very} (er) very interesting :: and I (er) . studied . both subjects 
<overlap /> as on my B A studies as well |  

12 | but also {the} the dep= both or all of the departments have different approaches :: so <overlap /> it's 
interesting |  

13  | but it was (er) maintained very differently :: and I must say :: that the[i:] English department . (er) relied mo= 
more . on (er) <name of department> :: and I think :: it was better :: because we had this seminar . :: but (er) on 
the Czech language and literature we had only {the} the lecture <overlap /> :: which was |  

14 | {but} but as many of my colleagues said <stops laughing> :: (er) {the} {the} . (er) the BA studies . somehow . 
(er) destroyed <starts laughing> our love for literature <stops laughing> a bit <overlap /> a bit :: because |  

15  | <overlap /> so I had real struggle {to} to decide |  



16  | yes <overlap /> {I} I say :: that we are deformed <laughs> |  

17  | but . >>you know<< it's (er) . it is an advantage as well :: because {you can} you can see thr= through it :: 
and ordinary people can't :: so . it's . |  

18  | <overlap /> but sometimes {you} you just people read something :: and they just . don't . |

19 |but (er) . of course {the} the studying literature opens your mind to <overlap /> several interpretations |  

20  | well (er) currently {I} I work as a teacher of (eh) Czech language for foreigners :: and (er) English as well . | 

21  | but . when I came {to} to the university :: I was a bit disappointed {about the} . (er) about the things like 
lectures and seminars :: because seminars were usually great |

22 | but I just . can't get over the lecture stuff :: because it's . >>you know<< even . when the . topic is extremely 
interesting . :: (er) listen . to: . person's . talking for one hour and half without (eh) any activity {from your} 
from your own is extremely difficult <overlap /> :: and I |  

23  | to stand there :: and just talk for half an hour <overlap /> :: and {I} I |  

24 | they are {they} <overlap /> they know lot of stuff |  

25  | (er) well {I} . I don't know |

CZ039 AS-Unit
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1 | it's a film :: which {I} . I had never seen before :: but everyone else seemed to have seen <laughs> :: and so I 
was interested :: to see it . (0,5) |

2 |  (erm) and .. {it} . it shows :: how (erm) . {a} a group of boys :: inspired by a sort of . unauth= . unauthentic 
sort of English t not unauthentic but (erm) .  <overlap />  unorthodox English teacher . :: (erm) form a group 
called Dead Poets Society :: where they (erm) .. read poetry {and} and treat it as {a} . a living thing . (0,5) |

3 | yes and he and well {he’s} he's having chances that his parents never had |

4 | his father had . worked from being {very} . very poor and humble and . (0,6) |

5 |  {and} and how (erm) .. sometimes parents want :: to fulfil all their wishes  |

6 | {it was} (erm) .. it was<?> quite a it was<?> quite a sad and touching <begin_laughter> <XX> 
<end_laughter>   |

7 |  er I I've never really had {that} that problem .. myself |

8 | {and} (erm) . and they're quite accepting of >>you know<< ::  whether I wanted :: to (er) go to university or 
not go to university |

9 |  (erm) . <X> {I} I didn't think :: I would have much chance :: of . (er) getting a job without any further 
qualifications . |

10 | <overlap /> and .. {I} I dropped it rather than rather than do it as a minor  |

11 | (er) n= no {I} (er) . I live in town |

12 |  {it is} it is quite nice living off campus :: because (erm) .. you don't feel (erm) . stuck on campus all the time |

13 |  and {you} you go home to a different place at the[i:] end of the day . |

14 |  but (erm) .. no :: it is nice :: (erm) .. {living} . living in a house  |

15 |  .. {who} who do I live with   |

16 |  (er) yeah :: {I’m} I'm in the Choral Society  |

17 |  (erm) ... well {we have a} we have a concert about . {every}. every term . |



18 | it .. it's nice :: to go into the town from campus sometimes :: because the campus is so modern . :: and {in} . in 
the town <overlap />  there's a lot of older buildings :: <overlap />  which is nice<?> <laughs>   |

19 | we did (erm) .. some Haendel and also a piece by . Vaughan Williams :: and {it’s} it's mostly that sort of more 
serious sort of music   |

20 | {but} (er) . but I'd like to again some time  |

21 | {but} (erm) . but having some hobbies . :: as I do :: {it} it sometimes makes it easier :: to work if I >>you 
know<< spend an evening doing something else  |

22 |  .. yeah well {the} the holidays {are} are quite .. long |

23 |  {my} my parents tend to come up once or twice a term :: to: see me :: cos it's not all that far to come |

24 |  .. (erm) ... yeah it {it is} it is quite . difficult to |

25 | {I do} I do like going home |

26 | {it has} it has advan= some advantages over being here and being here |

27 | (er) <overlap />  {she’s} . she's older than me |

28 | (er) .. yeah {I} I like going home |

29 | I do get on with my parents and {they're not} they're not very . strict |

30 |  <overlap /> {she’s} .. (erm) she's doing an M A at the moment in Manchester |

31 |  <laughs> yes {I} I do miss her |

32 |  ... (erm) ... the man is drawing {a} . a picture of maybe it's his wife or {his}  <overlap />  his girlfriend :: 
{and} (erm) and {she’s} she's posing for him :: to do the picture :: and then she sees :: what he's drawn ::: 
and .. she doesn't like it :: and {she’s} she's cross with him :: and .. {it} it does look quite like her   |

33 |  <overlap />  but she thinks :: {it’s} .. it's too ugly |

34 | it's a film :: which {I} . I had never seen before :: but everyone else seemed to have seen <laughs> :: and so I 
was interested :: to see it . (0,5) |

EN001 AS-Unit
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1 | {it’s} .. it's . it one of the sort of film :: I wouldn't normally go for :: because {it’s} it's scary <laughs> |  

2 | but .. it was actually . I mean :: I’m quite interested in films artistic :: and (erm) there was a lot in {that} that 
sort of it was quite a dark film |  

3  | <XX> lots of powerful images {and} and that .. |

4  | so .. {it’s} it's a different approach really |  

5 | no {there’s} there's a bit at the[i:] end so . |

6  | >>you know<< {what’s} what's going on |  

7 | before I came up to university :: I didn't really . go that much :: because :: (er) where . I live :: {it’s} it's fairly 
quiet so |  

8  | {to the} to the cinema but (er) . well {to} to a town (erm) ..  |

9 | but since I've been up here >> you know<< :: {it’s} it's so easy :: just to walk down to the cinema :: so I've 
{seen} .. seen loads <laughs> |  



10  | <overlap /> {yeah} . yeah it probably does |  

11  | <overlap /> {yeah} yeah <laughs> |  

12  | {yes} yes :: I was |  

13 | yes :: and {it’s} it's a bit more relaxing . (erm) .. |

14  | yes .. (erm) yeah :: so I think :: {I} {I prefer} .. I prefer town now |  

15  | <overlap /> whereas >>you know<< {you} you do sort of .. |

16  | yeah :: {it’s} it's .. |

17  | {no} no :: it’s not too bad (erm) .. |

18  | <overlap /> {no} no so far :: touch wood :: I haven't been <overlap /> <laughs> |  

19  | so no :: {it’s} {it’s} it's okay |  

20 | but normally {there’s} there's a big queue :: so well or a couple of people whatever so |  

21  | yeah yes :: {there’s a} there's a lamppost :: <laughs> so everyone {stands} . stands behind it <overlap /> 
<laughs> |  

22 | <overlap /> it yeah it is yes :: {which is} which is good <laughs> |

23 | {so} so he didn't sort of say very much <laughs> |  

24  | yeah :: {it’s} . it's interesting | 

25 | I was just putting down universities :: that I thought .. {would be} would be good :: and most of them were 
miles away you know . (erm) .. |

26 | I can call on them {which is} . which is quite good <overlap /> yeah |

27  | <overlap /> it is very different yes . :: {which} which makes it quite nice >>you know<< s= coming to . 
somewhere completely different |  

28 | (erm) .. well there's {a man} . a man :: painting a picture of a woman .. (P=1,1) | 
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1  | I . :: when was it :: about two years ago I went to the States {for} (erm) for three months |  

2 | and . {it was} . it was very interesting :: because although I've spent a lot of time at boarding school so away 
from my parents . :: I’d never been to America before . |

3  | well the problem {was} . was :: that . {the} {the} the contract :: that I'd signed to work with this man in this 
fish restaurant :: had (erm) .. |

4  | well the problem {was} . was :: that . {the} {the} the contract :: that I'd signed to work with this man in this 
fish restaurant :: had (erm) .. |

5 | but then everything got really difficult between . me and him :: {because} because I wasn't living and I wasn't 
giving him money for my rent any more .. |

6  | {she} (erm) {she:} . she (em) :: what did she do . |

7 | but they thought :: that we were just over the top :: that {it} . it wasn't really that big a deal . |



8 | and <first name of a girl> this . weird woman was sleeping with the boss :: so of course he wouldn't do 
anything about it :: because he was just like oh {no} no :: <first name of a girl> wouldn't do that :: <first name 
of a girl> wouldn't do that |  

9  | and I just thought :: everyone just thinks :: I’m a liar basically :: and {I} I wasn't <laughs> | 

10  | but I thought :: >> you know<< {I’m} I'm here :: to have a nice time <overlap />:: and make a bit of money |  

11  | <overlap /> {he teaches} (erm) . he teaches teachers :: how to teach English |  

12 | but you get >>you know<< . if you're <overlap /> {a} a white |  

13 | well the problem used to be . :: that they have funny number plates :: {that} that mark :: what country you're 
from |  

14 | and some of them {are} are diplomatic :: and some of them are aid . |

15  | and so during the cold war :: when all the Russians were supplying the military arms to Ethiopia :: {they} 
they hated the Russians |

16 | {it’s} it's nice |

17  | {and} and I . I'm really happy living like that |

18 and there'll be forty different types of chocolate and you just think {why} why do we need |

19 | {I find} .. I find coming back to England where people are so aggressive and so you know insulated and 
<overlap /> so cut off from everyone else |

20  | for foreign . >>I think<< {or} or may= maybe for everybody well maybe for certain Kenyans as well |

21 she said :: it’s very . >>you know<< . (eh) {it’s} it's very very touristy . |

22  | (erm) .. so >>you know<< it's it's difficult :: to see some of the things sometimes . |

23  | sometimes they escape and you just see herds of ostrich sort of stampeding across the . s= {the} the savannah 
<overlap /> so |  

24  | and . yeah {it was} it was untouched then |

25 | ... (erm) .. (em) (em) (em) (em) ... (er) I was going to say . :: {it’s} .. it's Suzanne's .. :: Suzanne is the woman::  
and {it’s}(erm) . it's Suzanne's hu= husband's birthday . very soon  (0,5) |

26 | so she gets up :: and she looks :: and she's absolutely flabbergasted :: and she says :: .. {but} {but} but I don't 
look like that . |
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